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2D in 3D Convertor
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Embedded web widget that automatically creates a 3D
model of a room based on its 2D plan. Enables users to
transform the obtained 3D plan in terms of colors/textures
and allows them to navigate through the final virtual space.
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Business Case
A study of conversions on real estate
sales/lending platforms-aggregators
demonstrated that having an object 3D plan in
the announcement increases the chance of
closing a deal. 

The majority of sellers and landlords in the
secondary housing market don't have 3D plans
and have to either buy them from designers,
which considerably increases the cost of ads
placement or miss the opportunity of making
their announcements more attractive.

2D to 3D
The widget recognizes a plan issued by the real
estate registration bureau or a plan on the facility
certificate and recreates the 3D object scene
considering scale. All the elements on the plan are
taken into consideration: doors, windows,
ventilation shafts, etc.


technical implementation

Solution & Functionality
The widget is a client-server application.

The Server Side
Room plan is recognized and transformed
into an object structure applying neural
network based on MobileNetv3
architecture taught on 200K of marked
up plans of houses and apartments.
f needed the plan image quality can be
improved utilizing OpenCV library
algorithms.

The Client Side
resents a 3D image of floor/walls considering
doorways, windows, and other elements of the
plan. 3D space is realized based on the ThreeJS
framework that provides a great speed to reality
ratio requiring no installation of additional browser
components.
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Transforms wall and floor colors/textures
alternating object 3D models in real-time mode.
Scene objects are not pre-baked.
rovides first-person navigation using ThreeJS
integrated functionality.
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The widget automatically supports CSS styles of the site it is embedded in if realized applying recognized
HTML standards.

